Number in Different Bases
Humans use number base 10 for reasons of the number of fingers Computers use number base 2 for reasons of on-off switch A number based on 8 can be used to facilitate conversion between the base 2 and the base 10
Base 10 Expansion:
The general formula for a base 10 integer is 
Conversion between Systems
From system α to system β with α < β • express (N) α in nested form using powers of α • replace each digit by corresponding base β number
• carry out indicated arithmetic in base β
Two examples were given in the previous page Note that one needs to convert the integer and the fractional parts separately The method is in theory can be used to convert a number between any two bases. But the third step is not easy for humans if the base is not 10
Division Algorithm
Use remainder-quotient-split method to convert an integer, best if α > β 1. Divide the representation by β;
2. Take the remainder as the next digit in the base β representation;
3. Repeat the procedure on the quotient. This procedure is easier to carry out by hand Note that the first digit obtained is the one closest to the radix point 
Repeated Division
To convert a base 10 integer number to a base β<10 number, we can use repeated division algorithm
So we have
It can be further converted to a binary number using the binary-octal table (in a later slide) Note that the first digit you obtain is the first digit next to the radix point 
Multiplication Algorithm
Use integer-fraction-split process for converting a fractional part 1.) multiply the (fractional) number by β; 2.) take the integer part as the first (next) digit;
3.) repeat the process on the remaining fractional part.
Again, the first digit obtained is the one closest to the radix point Terminating fractional number may become non-terminating in different base systems, and vice versa
Integer-Fraction-Split
To convert a fractional base 10 number to a base β<10 number, we can use the integer-fractional-split algorithm 
Use Intermediate Base
We can convert a base 10 number to a base 8 (octal) number, then to base 2 (binary) number, and vice versa 
Normalized Scientific Notation
Write a number in the form of A normalized floating-point number has the form where is an integer
In a simple notation r is called normalized mantissa and n is the exponent. Also for binary representation
Machine Numbers
The real numbers that can be represented exactly in a computer are called the machine numbers for this computer 
32-bit Representation
The exponent number c is actually stored, so m = c -127, this is an excess-127 code (make sure only "positive numbers" are stored, 0< c <255)
With normalized representation, the first bit is always 1 and needs not be stored. The mantissa actually contains 24 binary digits with a hidden bit With a mantissa of 23 bits, a machine can have about six significant decimal digits of accuracy, since
The smallest positive number є such that + ε ≠ is called the machine epsilon or unit roundoff error The smallest number can be stored 2 ≈ 1.2 × 10
Representation Procedure
How to represent a real number x?
1.) if x is zero, stored it by a full word of zero bits, (a possible sign bit) 2.) for nonzero x, first consider sign bit and then consider |x| 
Examples -cont.
The exponent is (5) 10 , we need to write it as c -127 = 5 so c = 132
The stored exponent is
The representation of -52.234375 is (1 10 000 100 101 000 011 110 000 000 000 00) 2 = (1100 0010 0101 0000 1111 0000 0000 0000) 2 =(C250F000) 16
What number has the representation (45DE4000) 16 ? ( ) 
Errors in Representing Numbers
Non-machine numbers are represented by a nearest machine number in computer Additional digits will be truncated
Correct rounding and roundoff error
For a 32-bit single-precision machine with 23 bits for mantissa, the relative error in correct rounding is
The unit roundoff error is For a computer with a 4 binary digit word length, the number 0.11101011 will be stored as 0.1110 for rounding off, and 0.1111 for correct rounding
Arithmetic Operations
Most computers use double-length arithmetic operations. Numbers are extended to double length, arithmetic operations are performed, and the result is rounded to a single length number 0.1231 + 0.3456 * 10
12344560 On a machine with 4 digit word length, this number needs to be rounded to 0.1234 resulting in an error 0.00004560
Notation fl(x)
Use fl(x) to denote the floating-point machine number corresponding to a real number x fl(x) = x( 1 + δ) ,
For the 32-bit machine, we have
It is easy to see that if є < 2 -23 , then fl(1 + є) = 1
Note that the numbers are smaller than ε. It has more than 23 zeros. 
Loss of Significance
Since y<x, the computer has to shift y before carrying out the subtraction so Look at the mantissa Hence, to normalize the representation of x-y, a shift of at least q bits to the left is necessary. Thus at least q (spurious) zeros are supplied on the right-hand side of the mantissa The relative error is This relative error is considered to be large since the machine has 5 decimal digits of accuracy Note that the double length computing operations are carried out after the numbers are stored If we use a machine with at least 8 decimal digits of accuracy, we can have the exact value as 0.93960000 × 10 -4 ( ) 
